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OUR VISION is to be recognised as a highly reputable 
building and maintenance provider, developing our legacy 
of financial security, compassion, and pride in what we 
do, whilst looking after the interests of our employees, 
customers and communities. 

OUR MISSION is to empower our people to fulfil their 
potential, provide safe places of work and to deliver 
outstanding quality through a trained and sustainable 
workforce.

Be Responsible - responsible attitude is very much part of the NOVUS DNA. We should all make a 
positive contribution and help to improve people’s lives to achieve a long term sustainable future.

Get it Right - Everybody should understand how their contribution plays a part in NOVUS’ success 
and take responsibility for their own performance.

Nurture - In addition to our duty of care towards each other, we have a real commitment to the 
value of developing people and building successful relationships.

Embrace Change - We operate in an ever-changing marketplace and to stay ahead of the 
competition we need to have a finger on the pulse, anticipate changes and have a relentless desire 
to respond quickly, so as to improve.

Work Together - Working cooperatively and enthusiastically within a team, supporting and 
encouraging others and making a full personal contribution.

Be Authentic - Being authentic is all about doing what you say you are going to do and being true to 
yourself. Authentic people are self-aware, focus on their own development and use past experiences 
to shape their actions. They stay grounded, build a support team, and practice their values and 
principles. Respect and loyalty are gained through authenticity.

Our Values
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Statement:

General Health and Safety 
Policy /
The Health and Safety at Work, etc. Act 1974 Section 2 (3) requires an Employer to 
prepare, and as often as may be appropriate, revise a written statement of its general 
policy, with respect to health and safety at work of its employees and the organisation 
and arrangements for the time being in force for carrying out that policy, and to bring 
the statement and any revision to the notice of all its employees.

The Directors of the Company accept their role, collectively and individually, in providing Health and Safety 
leadership to ensure their decisions reflect the Company Health and Safety Policy Statement, and to 
engage the active participation of workers in improving “Health and Safety”.

It is the Company’s policy to take all reasonable measures, in fulfilment of its moral, legal and economic 
responsibilities to ensure the safety, health and welfare of its employees and those persons directly or 
indirectly involved with Company business in the prevention of ill health or injury. 

The Company will provide the necessary resources to manage and continuously improve the health, safety 
and well-being of all parties effectively 

All risks will be assessed in accordance with current statutes and codes of practice to ensure that all 
necessary steps are taken to minimise or eliminate identified risks.

Projects will be managed in such a manner that identifies the risk inherent in the works undertaken and 
sets out clear procedures for the safe management of the project including supervision. 

The Company will engage and consult with our employees to ensure that everyone is involved in our health 
and safety arrangements including the setting of overall objectives. 

All employees will be provided with the relevant information, instruction and training in order to complete 
their roles and responsibilities.

Each individual is required, by law, to take reasonable care for health and safety of himself and of other 
persons who may be affected by his acts or omissions at work.

The same responsibilities and duties apply to all of our Self-employed operatives and contractors.

The Novus Way of Working and Novus Values in which safety is recognised as a key element will be 
embedded throughout the health and safety management. 

Review and Endorsement
This policy will be reviewed regularly and the Director responsible for Health and Safety will ensure it is 
updated as required.

The Company Health and Safety Policy as set out in this document and accompanying procedures is 
endorsed by the Managing Directors, who are ultimately responsible for its implementation.

Signed: 
Name: Alan Nixon (DIRECTOR RESPONSIBLE FOR HEALTH AND SAFETY)

Dated: June 2017
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Organisation /

Operations Managers  

Strategic Operations Managers  

Director Responsible for the 
Health and Safety  

Board of Directors 

Contracts Managers  

Site Managers/Supervisors 

Foremen 

Operatives 

Health & Safety Team 

Chief Executive Officer

Heads of Department

Support Service Staff
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Responsibilities /

Novus Property Solutions ensure that all employees through the induction process, training and job 
descriptions are made aware of their health and safety responsibilities.

Chief Executive Officer
 � Has ultimate responsibility for health, safety and well-being of everyone who we come into contact 

with.

Board of Directors 
 � Health and Safety Qualification – IOSH for Senior Executives. 
 � Initiate the Company Policy on health and safety and ensure it is up to date.
 � Ensure at planning and tendering stage and in the production process that allowance is made for 

adequate resources in ensuring the legal requirement is achieved for those affected by the Company’s 
activities.

 � Provide for adequate management and supervision of all work.
 � Monitor and control the management of works.
 � Liaise with the Director Responsible for Safety and Lead Health and Safety Manager and add support 

to this function.
 � Complete Senior Management Inspections whilst visiting sites.
 � Demonstrate a values driven approach. 

Director Responsible for Health and Safety
 � Health and Safety Qualification – IOSH for Senior Executives. 
 � Has executive responsibilities for health, safety and welfare at all levels.
 � Ensure adequate resources are provided to support the policy.
 � Initiate implementation of the Company’s Health and Safety Policy.
 � Develop Strategic Health and Safety plan for the business. 
 � Communicate Health and Safety Performance to the Board including the Management Review. 
 � Liaise with the Lead Health and Safety Manager and Safety Managers and add support to this 

function. 
 � Complete Senior Management Inspections whilst visiting sites.
 � Chair Health and Safety Committee Meeting. 
 � Demonstrate a values driven approach.

Company Secretary 
 � Health and Safety Qualification – IOSH for Senior Executives. 
 � Responsible for insurance documentation concerning Health, Safety and Welfare.
 � Complete Senior Management Inspections whilst visiting sites.
 � Demonstrate a values driven approach.

Lead Health and Safety Manager 
 � Health and Safety Qualification – CMIOSH or equivalent
 � Advise Director Responsible for Health and Safety on content of Strategic Plan
 � Implement and drive Health and Safety improvements 
 � Manage the Health and Safety Team to ensure that the Strategic Plan and Key Performance Indicators 

are delivered. 
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 � Monitoring of work places to check that safe working procedures are in operation and that relevant 
legislation and company policies are complied with.

 � Control and maintain the information required for substances used at work and assist in the 
assessment of such.

 � Manage the investigation of accidents to identify causes and establish means to prevent reoccurrence.
 � Keep up to date with Health and Safety legislation.
 � Keep in contact with official and professional bodies.
 � Advise on suitability of plant, equipment and PPE.
 � Advise on appropriate levels and suitability of Health and Safety training.
 � Demonstrate a values driven approach. 

Health and Safety Managers 
 � Health and Safety Qualification – CMIOSH or equivalent.
 � Monitoring of work places to check that safe working procedures are in operation and that relevant 

legislation and company policies are complied with.
 � Control and maintain the information required for substances used at work and assist in the 

assessment of such.
 � Ensure that the Strategic Plan for the Business is delivered including Key Performance Indicators. 
 � Manage the investigation of accidents to identify causes and establish means to prevent reoccurrence.
 � Keep up to date with Health and Safety legislation.
 � Keep in contact with official and professional bodies.
 � Advise on suitability of plant, equipment and PPE.
 � Advise on appropriate levels and suitability of Health and Safety training.
 � Demonstrate a values driven approach.

Managers
 � Health and Safety Qualification – Certificate to Manage (CITB SMSTS, First Aid at Work, Asbestos 

Awareness).
 � Understand the Company Health and Safety Policy and ensure it is implemented on all sites.
 � Set up, monitor and control Construction Phase Plans and/or Risk Assessments to meet the needs of 

the contracts.
 � Determine and agree a safe system of work to control risks.
 � Before work proceeds identify hazardous substances and operations for assessment and control.
 � Liaise with Safety Department for advice and guidance concerning health and safety key risks.
 � Ensure subcontractors and self-employed operatives work in line with the Company Health and Safety 

Policy.
 � Provide for adequate supervision and monitoring of contracts.
 � Support Health and Safety Improvements initiatives and ensure that they are embedded within the 

operational teams.
 � Ensure only approved subcontractors who have completed the Novus Pre-Qualification process are 

authorized to work on Novus sites.
 � Ensure any variations to work activities are communicated to all parties and health and safety 

documentation is updated. 
 � Organise for trained and competent labour to carry out work, including the use of Contractors and 

their labour force who have met the company selection procedure.
 � Give instructions as necessary to supervisors with the degree of risk as a consideration.
 � Ensure adequate welfare facilities on site.
 � Work with the Training Team to ensure the matrix is complied with and any further safety training is 

identified.
 � Ensure effective communication channels are in operation.
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 � Take into account young persons at work, the general public and non-contracting staff when 
considering Risk Assessments.

 � Review corrective action reports and ensure actions are addressed. 
 � Demonstrate a values driven approach. 

Professional, Technical and Support Service Staff
 � Clerical/Office staff are responsible to the Head of Department or Senior Manager. 
 � Understand the Company Health and Safety Policy and co-operate with its implementation.
 � Persons authorised to design or specify a Construction Process, must consider hazards through Risk
 � Assessment and where practicable design out, if not pass on the necessary information.
 � Pass on information relevant for the health and safety process.
 � Procure the services of selected contractors in accordance with company procedure.
 � Consider the requirements of health, safety and welfare when ordering or requesting quotations from 

contractors.
 � Support Health and Safety Improvements initiatives and ensure that they are embedded within the 

operational teams
 � Demonstrate a values driven approach 

Estimators / Quantity Surveyors
 � Ensure that full recognition of health, safety, welfare and environment requirements is given during 

preparation of tenders.
 � Ensure so far as is reasonably practicable, that provision is made during the preparation of tenders for 

the safety of members of the public who may be affected by the Company’s operations.
 � Be aware that any person who specifies a piece of equipment or process assumes the role of 

Designer and carries the responsibilities placed on Designers under the Construction Design and 
Management Regulations.

 � Pay particular attention to any operations involving hazardous substances and seek specialist 
quotations as appropriate from approved specialist contractors.

 � In conjunction with the Safety Department, and others where appropriate, ensure the pre tender 
requirements of the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations are met.

 � Support Health and Safety Improvements initiatives and ensure that they are embedded within the 
operational teams

 � Demonstrate a values driven approach 

Special responsibility of those empowered to place orders with suppliers:
 � Ensure that all suppliers and plant hire companies are made aware of the Company Health and Safety 

Policy.
 � Ensure when placing orders with contractors they include the Company’s Health and Safety Conditions 

for Contractors/Suppliers.
 � Ensure that the supplier has been deemed competent under Novus’s Contractor approval scheme.

Clerical / Office Staff
Clerical/Office staff are responsible to the Head of Department or Senior Manager.

All clerical/office staff can assist Management in making their place of work as safe as possible by 
adhering to the basic rules:

 � Be aware that they have a duty under Section 7 of the Health and Safety at Work etc., Act 1974, to 
take reasonable care of their own safety and the safety of others who may be affected by their acts 
or omissions at work.

 � Be aware that they have a duty to co-operate with the Company in its arrangements to perform or 
comply with statutory safety obligations including the Company Safety Policy.
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 � Care must be taken to ensure that equipment, etc., provided in the interests of health, safety and 
welfare is not misused.

 � Develop a personal concern for their own safety and that of others. Act in a manner that is not likely to 
create a safety hazard.

 � Do not improvise; this may lead to unnecessary risk to themselves or others.
 � Report all defects in office machines, equipment or fittings. Do not attempt electrical work on 

equipment. Where possible, disconnect electrical plugs when work finishes.
 � Use correctly any office aids that may be provided. Make full use of safety equipment.
 � Ensure that all necessary precautions are taken when using, handling or transporting articles and 

substances that could be hazardous.
 � Un-authorised tools and equipment must not be used on office premises.
 � Support Health and Safety Improvements initiatives and ensure that they are embedded within the 

operational teams
 � Set a good example to others. Do not engage in horseplay. -Be Responsible 
 � Office staff must be aware of the evacuation and fire precaution procedures pertaining to their 

particular office location
 � Demonstrate a values driven approach 

Agents / Foremen / Supervisors
 � Health and Safety Qualification – Certificate to Manage (CITB SMSTS, First Aid at Work, Asbestos 

Awareness)
 � Plan and organise daily work according to the Health and Safety Plan and/or controls identified 

through Risk Assessments.
 � Where necessary, carry our Risk Assessments amend/update and set control measures to keep pace 

with the continuous changes on site.
 � Give precise instruction to operatives, self-employed operatives and subcontractors as required, to 

maintain safety on site.
 � Supervise to maintain safe system of work.
 � Control substances hazardous to health in accordance with general assessments, or where necessary, 

specific assessments.
 � Provide adequate supervision of young persons, inexperienced operatives and trainees, including 

special attention to ensure their health and safety in accordance with Risk Assessments.
 � Carry out new starter and site inductions utilising the Novus Site Induction folder 
 � Provide site information for employees, subcontractors, self-employed operatives and authorised 

visitors in respect of Emergencies, First Aid and Welfare etc. through the site induction procedure.
 � Support Health and Safety Improvements initiatives and ensure that they are implemented on site
 � Set a good example to others. Do not engage in horseplay. -Be Responsible 
 � Seek advice initially from in-house specialists in health and safety matters and co- operate with 

safety advisors and others associated with health and safety in achieving a safe and healthy working 
environment.

 � Demonstrate a values driven approach 
 � Ensure Company Health and Safety Policy is practiced on site by all concerned. Ensure health and 

safety equipment including personal protective equipment is adequately maintained in good order and 
replaced as required.

 � Provide health and safety training as required.
 � Set a personal example.
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Operatives/Self Employed Operatives/Contractors
Site Operatives are responsible to the Site Manager/Supervisor/Foreman in control of the site they are 
employed.

All Site Operatives must assist Management in making their place of work as safe as possible by following 
basic rules:

 � Use the correct tools and equipment for the job they are doing. Use the safety equipment and 
protective clothing that is provided, e.g. safety helmets, safety footwear, eye protection, etc.

 � Report immediately to their supervisor any defects in plant and equipment.
 � Develop a personal concern for their own safety and that of others. Act in a manner that is not likely to 

create a safety hazard.
 � No one will be permitted to improvise - this may lead to unnecessary risk to themselves or others.
 � Read the notices and posters that are displayed in the site cabins to keep themselves informed.
 � Be aware that they have a duty under Section 7 of the Health and Safety at Work etc., Act 1974, to 

take responsible care of their own safety and the safety of others who may be affected by their acts 
or omissions at work.

 � Care must be taken to ensure that equipment, etc., provided in the interests of health, safety and 
welfare is not misused.

 � Un-authorised tools and equipment must not be used on site.
 � Set a good example to others. Do not engage in horseplay. – Be Responsible 
 � Report immediately to their Supervisor any accident and ensure that an entry is made on an Accident 

Form.
 � Ensure that you receive a site induction prior to carry out any works on a Novus Site. 
 � Ensure that your works activities are covered by suitable and sufficient risk assessments 
 � Support Health and Safety Improvements initiatives and engage with the initiatives on site 
 � Demonstrate a values driven approach. 
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Arrangements /
Novus Property Solutions Health and Safety Management System identifies our organisational 
management arrangements. Our management system is aligned to the HSE’s HSG65 Management 
procedures, following the Plan, Do, Check Act (PDCA) approach. The PDCA model reflects the structure of 
the OHSAS 18001 standard and systems. The Health and Safety Management system is held on the Novus 
Share-point system. 

Index

Accident/Incident Reporting 
Access - Mobile Hydraulic Work Platforms
Access - Use of Harness 
Alcohol and Drugs
Asbestos 
Audits 
Bomb Threats 
Cartridge Operated Tools
Change Management 
Continuous Improvement / Improvement Plan 
Construction (Design and Management) 
Regulations (CDM) 
Communication and Consultation 
Compliance 
Confined Spaces 
Control of Contractors 
Control of Substances Hazardous to Health 
(CoSHH) 
Cranes
Crisis Management Plan 
Demolition 
Disabled Persons
Display Screen Equipment 
Discipline 
Document Control
Driving Company Vehicles 
Dust
Electrical Systems and Equipment 
Emergencies 
Environmental Awareness 
Excavations 
Eye Protection 
Fire Precautions 
First Aid 
General Public/Non-Contracting Staff 
Head Protection 
Health and Safety Committee 
Health and safety Discipline 
Health and Safety Inspection 
Health and Safety Management 
Hearing Protection / Noise  
Hot Work 
Housekeeping 
HSE Notification and Statutory Signs 
Implementation 
Induction and Training 
Ionising Radiation
Lasers 
Lead

Legionnaires Disease
Leptospirosis (Weils Disease)
Lifting Equipment
Lighting
Lone Working
Manual Handling
Medical Surveillance
Mobile Telephones
Near Miss Reporting
New and Expectant Mothers
Occupational Health and Wellbeing
Permits to Work
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Petrol Driven Plant
Plant & Equipment
Resources 
Respiratory protection 
Risk Assessment
Risk Management
Roof Work
Safety Method Statements
Safety Objectives 
Safety Training 
Safe Systems & Places of Work
Selection of Contractors
Scaffolding
Smoking
Steel/Concrete Frame and Floor Erection
Stress
Sun Protection
Supervision
Target Zero 
Temporary & Casual Staff
Toolbox Talks
Towers
Underground/Overhead Services
Use of Ladders
Vehicle Reversing
Vehicle Safety
Vibration
Violence
Waste Management & Pollution Control
Welfare Facilities
Working at Height 
Working with Gas
Working with Electric 
Working Hours
Young People
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Accident Reporting
All accidents (including those with a “Near Miss” result), dangerous occurrences and diseases are to be 
reported to the Safety Managers in line with the company procedures and to comply with the Reporting 
of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations. Where reportable, these shall be fully 
investigated and recorded.

For more details on accident reporting see Management Information Reference Sheets:

HSE-R-001- Accident Reporting/ Investigation 

HSE-R-019 - Near-miss/ Dangerous Occurrences

Access - Mobile Elevating Work Platforms [MEWPs]
This term covers pedestrian- controlled, self-propelled and power-operated mobile elevating work and 
access platforms. You must not attempt to operate this type of equipment unless you have been properly 
trained and are authorised to do so.

For more details on MEWPs see Management Information Reference Sheets:

HSE-R-022 - Plant and Equipment

HSE-R-029 - Work at Height

Access - Use of Harness
A safety harness should be worn by everybody working from a mobile elevating work platform. It should be 
attached to a secure anchorage point within the platform to prevent personnel from being catapulted out 
of the platform, due to the equipment being struck by another vehicle, a wheel going into a pothole, etc. It 
will also prevent falls due to personnel overreaching.

Alcohol and Drugs
You must not consume alcohol or use proscribed drugs in/during working hours. You must not attend work 
under the influence of alcohol or drugs, or bring them onto company premises.

For more details on alcohol and drugs see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HRPOL03 - Alcohol and Drugs Policy

Asbestos
The company acknowledges the health hazards from exposure to asbestos and will protect those 
employees and other persons potentially exposed to asbestos as far as reasonably practicable by 
minimising exposure through the use of proper control measures and work methods supported by 
awareness training of employees.

No work shall commence until the results of the Asbestos Survey/Asbestos Register for the premises 
where work is scheduled to take place has been checked.

Where the presence of Asbestos Containing Materials [ACMs] is identified then an assessment of the 
potential exposure of employees and others to asbestos as a result of that work and a statement of a 
suitable plan of work shall be made before work commences.

Any employee who suspects the presence of ACMs or uncovers a suspicious material should cease all work 
operations immediately and report to the person in charge.

For more details on Asbestos see Management Information Reference Sheets:

HSE-R-004 - Asbestos

HSE-S-002 - Asbestos Permit Application

HSE-GS-003 - Non Licensed Asbestos Work
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Audits
The Company carries out Health and Safety Management monitoring of our systems and our sites through 
a number of levels of inspections:- Weekly Site Inspections, Health and Safety Department Inspections, 
Senior Management Inspections and Directors of our Parent Company Inspections. 

It is imperative for the completeness of these audits that the auditors have access to any documents 
or Company owned equipment deemed as being relevant to and governed by the laid down Company 
procedures. The right of access is mandatory.

For more details see Management Information Reference Sheets: 

HSE-S-011 Weekly Site Inspection

HSE-S-035 - Senior Management Inspection Form

HSE-GS-010 - Completion of Health and Safety Audit

Bomb Threats
A Bomb Threat may be written or, more likely, be received as a telephone call. Developments and 
improvements in telephone systems e.g. direct dialling inwards (DDI) means that it will not necessarily be 
the switchboard staff that will receive the threat. A member of staff in an office, may receive the threat. 
How a person receiving a threat responds can be the key to the preservation of life and property. If you 
receive a telephone threat, it is important to remain calm and to record as much detail about the call 
and associated background noises as possible. If the threat is from a large terrorist organisation, they will 
authenticate the threat by a coded password that will be recognised by the police.

Following notification of potential Bomb Threat, a member of the Board must be contacted. The Police 
must also be contacted and the Building must be evacuated as quickly as possible,  

Cartridge Operated Tools
Cartridge operated tools as their name implies use the explosive power of an explosive cartridge to drive 
a fixing device into position. The company shall authorise persons who are over 18 years of age and are 
adequately trained and competent, and do not suffer from colour blindness, to operate the equipment.

For more details on cartridge operated tools see Management Information Reference Sheet: 

HSE-R-022 - Plant and Equipment

Construction (Design and Management) Regulations (CDM)
The regulations apply to all construction projects and require all projects to have;

 � A written Construction Phase Plan
 � Provision of appropriate supervision, Instruction and information

Where a project involves more than one Contractor then in addition to the above the Client (domestic or 
non-domestic) must appoint a Principal Designer and Principal Contractor.

If the work is scheduled to:

 � Last longer than 30 working days and have more than 20 workers working simultaneously at any point 
in the project, or

 � Exceeds 500 person days

Then in addition to the requirements list above the Client must notify the project to the HSE.

For more details on CDM see Management Information Reference Sheets:

HSE-R-005 - CDM Regulations

HSE-GS-009 - Completion of Construction Phase Plan
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Communication and Consultation
Novus operate several levels of Health and Safety Communication and Consultation within the Business:- 

Novus Company Induction – Novus operate a formal induction program which is delivered at Head Office 
on a Monthly basis. 

Novus Health and Safety Committee – The Committee meet on a Quarterly basis. Please see Health and 
Safety Committee section. 

Site Induction – Everyone who attends a Novus Project will receive a formal site induction which detail the 
Health and Safety arrangements.  

Toolbox Talk Programme – All sites are issued with a Toolbox Talk Programme where toolbox talks are 
delivered.

Risk Assessment Briefing – All operatives working on Novus projects are formally briefed on their Risk 
Assessments to ensure that they have read and understood their working methodology. 

Safety Alerts – The Health and Safety Department issue Safety Alerts to the Business following an 
Accident, Incident or Near Miss where lessons can be learnt to ensure they do not occur again. 

Safety Bulletins – The Health and Safety Department issue Safety Bulletins to communicate key health 
and safety information from information sources such as HSE Website, Institute of Occupational Safety 
and Health (Construction Groups) and are also used to highlight key areas / trends when analysing our 
auditing / inspection information.

Safety Text Messages – Text messages are issued as aids / reminders 

Pay-slips – Any Safety Alerts / Bulletins issued within the month will be issued as part of employees pay-
slips. 

All personnel report to their immediate supervisors in the first instance.

Should the need arise, there is an anonymous “Whistle Blowing” process in place, also any site personnel 
can detail their concerns to a Health and Safety Confidential Text-line (82055 prefix TZ) and the concern 
will be investigated by a member of the Health and Safety Department. All matters raised will remain 
confidential. 

Further advice may be obtained from specialists by telephoning or writing to Head Office. Where the 
legislation is enacted or particular advice is required, the Company has the facility to liaise with the Trade 
Organisations, the Health and Safety Executive and the Institute of Occupational Safety and Health 
(Construction Groups).

All managerial, professional, technical and supervisory staff will either hold or have access to the Company 
Health and Safety Manual and keep it up to date. It will be used for reference prior to further advice.

For more details on Communications see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-006 -Communication 

Compliance
All employees, subcontractors, self-employed and visitors to the site are required to comply with the 
Health and Safety Policy and associated conditions. The Company will operate through the disciplinary 
procedure and/or subcontract conditions where a breach is identified and action will be taken 
accordingly. 

For more details see Management Information Reference Sheet: 

HSE-R-005 - CDM Regulations
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Confined Spaces
Some confined spaces are easy to identify, such as closed tanks, vessels and sewers, but some are not 
such as open topped tanks and vats, silos or other constructions that become confined spaces during their 
manufacture.

No operative will be allowed to enter or work in a confined space, unless the operative is trained, skilled and 
competent in accordance with the Confined Space Regulations. All confined space work will be undertaken 
via the “Permit to Work” procedure.

For more details on Confined Spaces see Management Information Reference:

HSE-R-007 - Confined Spaces

HSE-R-020 - Permit to Work

Control of Contractors
The company employs contractors from an approved list to undertake a range of works. All contractors 
shall work in a manner so as to not jeopardise the health and safety of themselves or others. Where you 
have any concerns about the contractor’s safety procedures, report them immediately to your manager 
or to the Safety Managers at Duke Street, Fenton.

For more details on our approval process see Subcontractor Pre-qualification Process: 

NPS-SFD-018 Contractor Questionnaire

NPS-SFD-078 Contractor Questionnaire Labour Only

Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (CoSHH)
The Company accepts the need to assess the hazards from substances at work and will control the risks 
associated with substances in accordance with the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health, Control of 
Lead at Work and Asbestos Regulations etc.

All substances (solvents, chemicals, cleaning agents, etc.) will be assessed for possible health effects 
before being used within the company. Safety requirements will be identified by reference to the relevant 
suppliers/manufacturers hazard information sheets. The findings of these assessments will be recorded 
and all information concerning the hazards and precautions relating to the substance will be made 
available to all employees likely to be exposed to its effects.

No substances will be used without the availability of the appropriate hazard information or without the 
approval of the competent person responsible for health and safety.

Wherever substances used are likely to give rise to harmful atmosphere appropriate precautions will be 
taken to minimise this by use of suitable ventilation and extraction. Such equipment will be inspected and 
regularly maintained in accordance with CoSHH Regulations. Storage of all hazardous materials will be in 
accordance with the CoSHH assessments. Where appropriate the atmosphere will be monitored to check 
the effectiveness of the control measure adopted.

All personnel will receive adequate training, with refresher training in accordance to Legislation. 

For more details on CoSHH see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-008 - Control of Substances Hazardous to Health

Cranes
Cranes are a versatile, reliable means of lifting, however, when things go wrong the results are often 
disastrous. Every lift, however small, should be planned and carried out by trained, competent persons.

The risk of accidents arising from lifting operations falls into three categories:

1. Danger to persons from falling loads of part loads.

2. Danger to persons from cranes overturning.

3. Danger to persons from falling from cranes, i.e. tower cranes. 
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For more details see Management Information Reference Sheets: 

HSE-R-007 - Confined Spaces

HSE-R-020 - Permit to Work

Hiring/Use
There are two procurement routes for hiring mobile cranes, contract lift and normal hire. Novus will only 
use Contract Lifts.

Here the hire company manage the entire lift. They provide the Competent Person and the Banksman and 
generally manage the entire operation, also accepting the legal responsibility. 

Crisis Management Plan 
The Novus Crisis Management Plan outlines the processes which the business will use to respond to a 
critical situation including emergency response to significant safety related incidents. This is issued to the 
Senior Management Team and the Crisis Management Team. 

Demolition
All demolition is subject to the provision of the CDM Regulations and therefore a safety plan must be 
drawn up and strictly adhered to.

Demolition is a “high risk” activity and must only be undertaken by contractors experienced in such work. 
The basic hazards can be placed into three broad categories:-

1. Risk of persons falling from a height.

2. Risk of materials falling from height.

3. Risk of collapse of the structure.

It is important therefore that careful planning and a high standard of supervision are maintained. 
To this end, a written detailed Risk Assessment and Method Statement must be prepared in a form 
easily understood by the persons carrying out the work and incorporated into the Construction Phase 
Plan. 

Disabled Persons
The company aims to provide full and fair opportunity for employment for disabled applicants and 
to ensure, through training and practical assistance where required, their continued employment and 
promotion. 

Employees who become disabled will be afforded every opportunity for maintaining their position or 
for retraining if required. It is recognised that those employees who require extra equipment, facility or 
assistance, both routinely and in an emergency will have such needs met. 

Display Screen Equipment
A procedure is in place which requires the undertaking of Assessments on the risks to health on all existing 
workstations and new facilities. The assessment includes seating arrangements, ergonomics, lighting, work 
area and general environmental conditions. All employees classified as users will be entitled to a free eye 
test voucher which can be claimed through HR or will be reimbursed through their expenses. 

For more details on Display Screen Equipment see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-028 - Display Screen Equipment

Discipline 
The company has and maintains an agreed disciplinary procedure in order to support the Health and 
Safety Policy and to ensure its effective implementation. Please refer to the company handbook.

For more details on Discipline please see Site Disciplinary Handbook and Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-009 - Disciplinary 
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Driving Company Vehicles
As a driver of a company vehicle you represent the Company to other road users. As such you are 
required to observe the Highway Code and you must always drive defensively and courteously.

Dangerous or aggressive driving techniques will be considered as misconduct. 

COR008 – Transport Policy

Electrical Systems and Equipment
Electrical systems are to be installed, inspected and tested by a trained and competent person in 
accordance with the Electricity at Work Regulations and I.E.E.

For more details on electricity at work see Management Information Reference Sheet.

All Electrical Contractors are to be members of an appropriate professional association (NICEIC, ECA, IEE).

All portable equipment used on site must be a maximum of 110v supply, tested and inspected in 
accordance with the Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations (PUWER). 

For more information see Management Information Reference Sheets:

HSE-R-010 - Electricity at Work

HSE-R-020 - Permit to Work

HSE-SWP-008 - Electricity on Site

Emergencies
Each site is autonomous and the Manager will execute emergency procedures at each site on 
commencement of work. The Site Manager will deal with all “out of hours” emergencies and problems and 
can be contacted by mobile phone.

All operatives, visitors and other personnel on the site will be given clear instruction on the emergency 
procedures during the site induction training. 

HSE-R-008 - Control of Substances Hazardous to Health

Environmental Awareness
The Company accepts the need to take an active interest in the ecology of its environment and requires 
all concerned to consider at all times the surrounding environment and seek advice if in doubt as to the 
effects of Company business.

Special precautions will be taken with known hazards in accordance with the Control of Substances 
Hazardous to Health Regulations, Codes of Practice and other legislation. It is the employee’s responsibility 
to report potential hazards at source. 

Excavations
All excavation work will require assessment in accordance with the Management of Health and Safety at 
Work Regulations no matter how shallow or deep the excavation is/may be.

Where necessary, support shoring will be utilised to prevent collapse of the excavation, and barriers will be 
in place to prevent personnel, plant and materials from falling into the excavation.

See also Permit to Work Management Information Reference Sheets:

HSE-R-020 - Permit to Work

HSE-SWP-014 - Work in Excavations
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Eye Protection
The Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulations makes provision for the protection of the eyes 
of employees at work. Where, through risk assessment it is identified that protection is required, the 
equipment will be provided by the company and it shall conform to the approved specifications and be 
suitable for the task to be undertaken.

Where such equipment has been supplied and requires to be worn during the task, you are legally required 
to wear and report any damage or loss to your supervisor.

For more details on eye protection see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-021 - Personal Protective Equipment [PPE]

Fire Precautions 
The Company has a procedure which identifies the steps to take in ensuring that the Fire Safety 
Regulations, both in offices and on site are complied with. The Company operates procedures for the 
carrying out of a fire risk assessment to prevent the risk to any person during the works from fire or 
explosion.

For more details on fire precautions see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-011 - Fire Prevention

HSE-SWP-012 Fire Procedures

First Aid
Adequate provisions and arrangements will be made in accordance with the Health and Safety (First 
Aid) Regulations. Due to the autonomous nature of the sites, an assessment will be undertaken which will 
include the nature of the work or operations being carried out, special hazards, shift work and lone workers.

The Company will provide, as appropriate, first aid boxes, appointed persons, first aiders and other first 
aid facilities.

For more details on first aid see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-012 - First Aid at Work

General Public/Non-Contracting Staff
The Company accepts the general public is at significant risk where contact is possible in the execution 
of their works. In all cases consideration will be given to eliminating the risk by isolation from hazards 
arising from the Company business. Non-contracting staff presents a special hazard and requires careful 
consideration.

For more details on the public see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-013 - General Public

Head Protection
The PPE Regulations apply to all work which identifies a foreseeable risk of injury to the head. Where such 
a risk is identified, the company will provide suitable head protection.

Where you are issued head protection you must ensure that it is worn correctly and that you do not 
deface or alter in any way that may give rise to the head protection failing. You must report all damage of 
the head protection to your supervisor.

A turban wearing Sikh will be exempt from this rule when working on a construction site.

For more details on head protection see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-021 - Personal Protective Equipment [PPE]
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Health and Safety Committee
A Committee with company employees is active and meets four times a year. The minutes of the meeting 
are made available to all employees by the Company’s internal web site “SharePoint”. 

Health and Safety Disciplinary Notices
Where there is a breach of safety rules, the Company operates a “three strikes” policy. Where there are 
any breaches of Health & Safety, the system enables Managers of the sites to issue notices against the 
individual/company.

For more details on Discipline see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-009 - Discipline

Health and Safety Inspection
Health and Safety inspections will take place on site by experienced staff and matters requiring attention 
will be brought to the notice of the site supervisor in the first instance for his action. 

Health and Safety Management
Where the Company acts as a Client, or Designer, or any combination, it will be a Directors decision and 
competent people will be designated to manage these roles.

The Contracts Management team will be responsible for setting out and agreeing Construction Phase 
Health and Safety Plans under Construction (Design and Management) Regulation and ensuring 
implementation on site. 

Hearing Protection
An assessment of the noise will be carried out and where necessary instrumental measurements deemed 
will determine the level of noise.

Controls will be introduced to reduce noise and where necessary protect those at risk from the noise in 
accordance with the Noise at Work Regulations.

For more details on hearing protection see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-021 - Personal Protective Equipment [PPE]

HSE-R-018 - Noise

Hot Work
The Company operates a “Permit-to-Work” system for all hot work activities. This includes welding and 
cutting, brazing and the use of blow lamps, soldering equipment, bitumen boilers and other equipment 
producing heat, sparks or having naked flames.

For more details on hot work see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-020 - Permit to Work

Housekeeping
All works are to be carried out in a clean, safe and orderly manner. Materials must not be stored or 
stacked where they impede safe access/egress or the safe working of other parties.

For more details on housekeeping see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-014 - Housekeeping

HSE Notification and Statutory Signs
The Health and Safety Manager will inform the Health and Safety Executive of any fatal, major injury or 
Notifiable Dangerous Occurrence by telephone, and shall carry out/arrange for an investigation as soon as 
possible and confirm details of accidents in writing to the HSE within ten days on form F2508. 
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Implementation
The Policy is implemented through the Company’s Health and Safety Procedures. Managers and 
Supervisors are in possession of a controlled copy of the company Health and Safety Policy and 
Procedures, and will bring it to the attention of all concerned. 

Induction and Training
The Company has a strong training culture and realise that in order to create a safe place of work, 
education through training is paramount.

The Company has a documented system for inducting and developing the employees in matters regarding 
Health and Safety in order to develop a ‘Safety Culture’. All new employees will receive induction training.

The Company has “Investor in People” status.

For more details on Induction see Management Information Reference Sheets:

HSE-R-016 – Induction

STR008 – Training and Development Policy

Ionising Radiation
“Radiation is a form of energy in which a wave particle travels at very high speed. When the wave or 
particle hits an object there may be potential for damage. If an atom has one or more electrons knocked 
from their orbits the atom becomes electrically charged which is known as the ‘ionised’ state”. The main 
sources of these are Alpha and Beta radiations together with x-rays. 

The Company recognises that work involving the use of ‘ionising’ radiation may have a detrimental effect 
on the Health, Safety and Welfare of persons exposed to them. The Company will minimise the use of 
ionising radiation, but where the use is justified, the risk of exposure will be minimised through measures of 
time, distance and shielding.

Lasers
Because of the wide ranges possible in wavelength, energy content and pulse of a laser beam, the hazards 
associated with lasers vary. The Company will ensure that only trained and authorised personnel will 
use such equipment and will provide the necessary control measures to secure the safety of everyone 
including members of the public. 

Lead
The Company recognises that the exposure of employees to lead is a health risk. Before any work is 
undertaken where there is a suspect of lead and a hazard of its release through dust or fume, a risk 
assessment must be undertaken in accordance with Company procedures. The Company also provide 
‘Lead Test’ kits to identify the presence of lead. 
HSE-SWP-017 - Working with Lead Based Paint

Legionnaires Disease
All reasonable steps shall be taken to identify potential legionella hazards in the workplace to prevent or 
minimise the risk of exposure to such hazards. 

Leptospirosis (Weils Disease)
Where work is taking place and there is the potential to be contaminated by rat’s urine, the Company will 
take all necessary steps to eliminate or reduce the risk of contact. The Company will provide information 
to all workers who may come into contact with contaminants, and reinforce control measures for exposed 
workers of washing hands, covering cuts and grazes. 
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Lifting Equipment
All lifting procedures and equipment will conform to the Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment 
Regulations (LOLER).

All lifting equipment owned by the Company will be tested before being put into use, with certificates kept 
on file. 

Lighting
All work areas will be sufficiently illuminated to ensure works can be carried out in a safe manner. 

Lone Working
Where work requires the leaving of someone on their own, the Company will assess the workplace and the 
task to be undertaken to ensure that it does not present a special risk, that where any handling is required 
it can be done safely by one person and that there are no known medical conditions making lone working 
for the employee unsuitable.

The Company will ensure lone workers remain safe by implementing procedures to monitor, such as radio 
contact, mobile phones, periodic visiting etc.

For more details on lone working see Guidance Sheet:

HSE-GS-001 Working Alone

Manual Handling
Where a Risk Assessment identifies a hazard from manual handling a suitable control measure will be 
incorporated into the work element to minimise or eliminate those risks.

For more details on manual handling see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-017 – Manual Handling Operations

Medical Surveillance
The Company will provide medical surveillance which is to be carried out by an appointed doctor where 
required. 

Mobile Telephones
Hand held mobile phones are not to be used when driving a vehicle. Hands free equipment should only be 
used when it is safe to do so. The use of mobile phones on construction sites will be in accordance with 
the Risk Assessments for the task/operation to be undertaken. The use of mobile phones whilst working at 
height or in confined spaces is prohibited. 

Mobile Towers
Mobile Towers shall only be erected and dismantled by trained and competent personnel. They shall be 
inspected on a regular basis to ensure that the structure has not been altered in any way. Parts found to 
be damaged must be replaced immediately.

For more details on mobile towers see Management Information Reference Sheets:

HSE-R-029 - Work at Height

HSE-SWP-002 - Use of Mobile Towers

Near Miss Reporting
A near miss is the outcome of an accident where no injury or damage resulted but had the potential 
to do so. The Company requires all accidents resulting in a near miss to be reported for inclusion and 
subsequent analysis in the Company’s accident statistics. Near Misses are reported via the Near Miss 
Report-line 01782 237 330. 

For more details on “Near Misses” see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-019 - Near Miss/Dangerous Occurrence
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New and Expectant Mothers
The Company recognises that there are many occupational conditions that may affect health during 
pregnancy. 

The Company shall undertake a Risk Assessment to avoid risks to the health of new and expectant 
mothers arising from night work, any processes, working conditions, or contact with physical, chemical or 
biological agents. 

HRPOL18 - Maternity Rights Policy 

HRPOL21 - Paternity Leave Policy

Offices 
Novus Property Solutions ensure that all offices hold an office risk register and fire risk assessments within 
the Office Health and Safety File. The files are developed initially by the Health and Safety Department. 
The Operations Manager takes overall responsibility to ensure that the files are kept up-to-date. A central 
database of all office health and safety files are held at Head Office.  

Occupational Health and Wellbeing 
Novus Property Solutions will promote Occupational Health and Well-being through a range of 
communications promoting healthy lifestyle and bespoke campaigns. 

The company works with our Occupational Health provider who will carry out health services which include 
Health Surveillance, Management Referrals and Fit for Tasks assessments. 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

The Company will assess the need for personal protective equipment. Where there is no other form of 
reducing or eliminating the risk, PPE will be provided in accordance with each site agreement.

Subcontractors and self-employed will provide PPE including head protection in accordance with the 
above requirements.

For more details on PPE see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-021 - Personal Protective Equipment

Petrol Driven Plant
Petrol driven plant may only be used by competent and trained personnel. Where equipment is required 
to be used internally, alternative means must be sought, and where not possible, mechanical means of 
extracting of fumes must be in place. 

Permits to Work [PTW]
The company will use permits as an additional control for potentially high risk work activities.

For more details on Permits to Work see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-020 - Permits to Work

Plant and Equipment
The Company will use plant (including mechanical and electrical) assessed to be suitable for the given 
tasks, maintained by competent and authorised persons to the required standard, tested as required by 
law, or when necessary.

Operators of mechanical and electrical plant will be those trained and competent in the use of a particular 
item and given authorisation by the appropriate supervisor. Where mechanical plant comes within the 
industry’s scheme of Certification of Construction Plant Operations, only those individuals certified will be 
authorised and allowed to operate such plant.

For more details on plant & equipment see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-022 - Plant and Equipment
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Resources 
The Novus Director Responsible for Safety will assess the Health and Safety Department resources on an 
annual basis.  

Risk Assessment
All work will be assessed prior to and during contracts, to identify hazards and the risks associated with 
those hazards. Where significant risks are assessed, written assessments will be produced to include a 
means of establishing suitable control measures to eliminate or minimise the risks.

For more details on risk assessment see Management Information Reference Sheet.

Roof Work
All working areas will be provided with edge protection. Fall arrest equipment will be worn as necessary 
and safe access and egress is to be provided at all times.

For more details on roof work see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-029 - Work at Height

HSE-SWP-006 - Work on Roofs

Safe Systems and Places of Work
In all operations the Company will operate by safe methods and at safe places of work in accordance with 
the current legislation, approved codes of practice and industry acceptable standards. 

Safety Method Statements
The Company will produce safety method statements for any high-risk operations and any other 
operations where the control measures within the Risk Assessment are insufficient on their own to reduce 
the level of risk remaining to the lowest level reasonably practical. 

Safety Objectives
Novus Property Solutions have developed key objectives which form part of our Health and Safety 
Business Plan.  

Safety Training 
Novus Property Solutions provide a range of safety training courses which are aligned to our skills matrix 
based on roles and responsibilities and core competencies.

Novus Property Solutions operate the Certificate to Manage scheme (CITB SMSTS, First Aid at Work, 
Asbestos Awareness) where individuals must hold the required safety courses in order to supervise one of 
our projects.  

Selection of Contractors
Subcontractors and self-employed are required to be trained and competent in their field of work and 
will be identified as such through the Company’s selection procedure. All work is to be carried out in 
accordance with the Company’s Order Terms and Conditions for Subcontractors. 

Scaffolding
Scaffolding shall only be erected and dismantled by competent persons with the appropriate and 
recognised certification.

For more details on scaffolding see Management Information Reference Sheets:

HSE-R-025 - Scaffolding

HSE-SWP-004 - Use of Scaffolding
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Smoking
The Company operates a no-smoking policy. Smoking is not allowed in any part of the offices or sites. 
Steel/Concrete Frame and Floor Erection Steel/concrete frame and floor erection will always be carried 
out by a specialist contractor. 

Prior to work starting, a job specific risk assessment and method statement must be obtained. Contractors 
should be advised of the requirement to use safety nets where practicable to prevent falls from height 
when fixing steel and/or concrete floor units. The risk assessment and method statement must address 
this issue and clearly define circumstances where safety nets cannot be used and the reasons why.

For more information see No Smoking Management Information Reference Sheet:

HRPOL19 - No Smoking Policy 

Stress
The Company realises that stress can lead to mental and physical ill health, and aim to ensure that 
employees are not made ill by the work undertaken.

For more information see Stress at Work Management Information Reference Sheet:

HRPOL23 – Stress at Work Policy

Sun Protection
Skin cancer is the most common form of cancer in the UK and is an occupational hazard for people who 
work outdoors. The Company provides risk assess procedures to address to the effects of harmful UV 
Radiation.

All temporary and casual staff shall be given the same level of protection as any other member of 
permanent staff.

They will be provided with information regarding potential hazards, safety instructions, fire drills etc. 

Supervision 
All of our projects are provided with suitable and sufficient supervision. Novus operate a Certificate 
to Manage scheme, where our supervisors hold as a minimum CITB 5 Day SMSTS, First Aid at Work 
Certificate, and Asbestos Awareness Training.  

Target Zero 
As part of our health and safety agenda, the Company continues to embed ‘Target Zero’, a voluntary 
business initiative targeting continuous improvement within our health and safety culture. All of our 
employees are empowered to raise any health and safety concerns through the Safety Concern-line 
82055 prefix TZ. 

Toolbox Talks
As well as carrying out formal training, the Company uses ‘toolbox’ talks as a means of raising Health and 
Safety awareness. 

Toolbox Talk Programme

Underground/Overhead Services
Where work is engaged in activities which may be in close proximity of known or unknown underground or 
overhead services, precautions will be taken to minimise the risk of injury to personnel or damage to such 
services whilst work activities are on-going.  

For more details see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-026 - Underground Services
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Use of Ladders
All reasonable actions will be taken by the Company to ensure the safety of employees who work with 
ladders. Control measures will be introduced to reduce the risks to a minimum and information and training 
will be provided to employees.

For more details on ladders see Management Information Reference Sheets:

Work at Height Ladders and Stepladders Booklet 

HSE-SWP-001 - Use of Ladders and Steps

Vehicle Reversing
The risk of collision is greatly increased when reversing a vehicle. Extra care should be taken whilst 
carrying out these manoeuvres and in case of poor visibility or risk to pedestrians you should obtain 
assistance. 

Vehicle Safety
Your Manager will assess work related driving with particular attention being given to the overall length of 
a working day, driving time, realistic scheduling, breaks, cubic and weight capacity of a vehicle and seating 
requirements.

The seating capacity of the vehicle must not be exceeded and seatbelts must be worn at all times. All 
materials and equipment should be loaded behind the vehicle’s bulkhead and secured in such a way as not 
to endanger passenger safety in the event of hard braking or in an accident. 

It is the driver’s legal obligation to ensure their vehicle is loaded correctly, securely and within the 
permissible design weights. If a driver feels unsure about any of these aspects they should discuss it 
immediately with their Manager. 

Vibration 
Precautions will be taken on the selection of power tools, in particular those designed to reduce or create 
less vibration. Where possible the elimination of the use of such tools will be implemented.

For more details see Hand Arm Vibration Management Information Reference Sheet:

HSE-R-027 – Hand Arm Vibration

Violence
Acts of violence can cause pain, distress and even disability or death. Physical attacks are obviously 
dangerous but serious or persistent verbal abuse or threats can also damage employees’ health through 
anxiety or stress. The Company considers violence towards employees and the risk of violence to be a 
serious matter and recognises and accepts that it has both a moral and legal responsibility to prevent or 
reduce the risk of violence at work. Serious incidents of violence by employees involving assault on another 
person being dealt with in accordance with the Disciplinary Procedure. 

For more details see Management Information Reference Sheet:

HRPOL24 - Violence at Work

Waste Management and Pollution Control
Suitable skips and disposal equipment shall be used to contain waste materials and the waste shall be 
disposed of regularly.

For more details on Waste see Management Information Reference Sheets:

STR005 – Waste Policy 

NPS-WID-008 Waste Management 

NPS-WID-010 Spillage Actions 

HSE-SWP-018 Waste Disposal on Site
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Welfare Facilities
Suitable and sufficient welfare facilities will be available in offices, depots and on site for use by every 
person at work. Minimum requirements will include sanitary conveniences, washing facilities, provision to 
heat water, drinking water, accommodation for clothing, facilities for changing clothing, facilities for rest, 
facilities for the heating of food.  

HSE-GS-002 Provision of Site Welfare Facilities

Working at Height
Where possible work at height will be avoided. Where it is not practicable to eliminate the necessity to 
carry out the task at height, the hierarchy of control as set out in the Work at Height Regulations will be 
complied with.

For more details on working at height see Management Information Reference Sheets:

HSE-R-029 - Work at Height

Work at Height Ladders and Stepladders Booklet

Working Hours
All employees are issued with a Contract of Employment which details their working hours. Weekly paid 
operatives working hours are set in accordance with line with the Construction Industry Joint Council 
Working Rule 3. 

Novus Property Solutions comply with the Working Time Regulations, however employees do have 
the option to opt out of these Regulations and this is detailed within their Contract of Employment. 
Operational Management and Department Heads monitor employees working hours to ensure that 
employees are not working excessive hours.  

Young People
All new young employees receive initial formal health and safety training in addition to formal ‘off the 
job’ training wherever reasonably practicable, throughout their training period. Special supervision and 
instruction on site will also be provided to enhance the safety of young and inexperienced persons. 

For more details see Management Information Reference Sheet: 

HSE-GS-006 - Young Persons
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Amendments /

Amendments 2013 (issue1)
 � Page 10 Communication and Consultation amended to remove confidential telephone line and   

replaced with “whistle blowing” post card process

 � Page 13 Head Protection amended to remove reference to Construction (Head Protection)   
Regulations

Amendments 2014 (issue2)
 � Page 3 References to Building Safety Group [BSG] removed

 � Page 5 Duties of Estimators / Quantity Surveyors amended

 � Page 6 Duties of Clerical / Office Staff amended

 � Page 7 Duties of Operatives / Self Employed / Contractors amended

 � Page 8 Additions made to index for Arrangements section

 � Page 9 - 21 References to “Tier 2” documents added at bottom of subject areas.

 � Page 11 & 12 Cranes added to Arrangements section

 � Page 12 Demolition added to Arrangements section

 � Page 13 Excavation details amended

 � Page 18 Permits to Work added to Arrangements section

 � Page 19 Steel/Concrete Frame and Floor Erection added to Arrangements section

Amendments 2015 (issue3)
 � Page 10 CDM details amended to reflect introduction of CDM Regulation 2015

Amendments 2016 (issue4)
 � Page 4 Company Secretary responsibilities clarified in relation to Insurance matters only

Amendments 2017 (issue5)
 � Page 3 Health and Safety Policy Statement updated

 � Page 4 Organisation updated to include Heads of Department

 � Page 5 & 6 Health and Safety Qualifications added to Roles

 � Page 10 Index developed to include all Health and Safety arrangements

 � Page 12 Audits added to include Arrangements section

 � Page 13 Communication and Consultation amended

 � Page 20 Near-miss Reporting amendments

 � Page 23 Target Zero Concern Line added

* Guidance Sheets / Reference Sheets added to Arrangements section

Amendments 2017 (issue6)

 � Page 5 Amendments to Company organisation 
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Notes /
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